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Toque
_________
by Whitney Harmon

Chloe Toque
The perfect ski or après ski topper

Size
Finished size is 15in/38cm unstretched and will fit up to a 23in/58cm circumference.

Materials

*

1 x 100g hank of Araucanía Tierra del Fuego in any of the following shades:

101 Rio de Plata

103 Tucuman

105 Tierra Santa

107 Cerro Catedral

109 Fitz Roy

102 Casa Rosada

104 Plaza Dorrego

106 Los Glaciares

108 Malvinas

110 Buenos Aires

*
*
*
*

Size US 10½/6.5mm, 16in/40cm circular knitting needles.
Size US 10½/6.5mm double-pointed needles.
Yarn needle.
Tassel maker.

Gauge
11 sts = 4in/10cm in unblocked, unstretched 2x2 rib.

Abbreviations
cm centimeters; g grams; in inch(es); K knit; k2tog knit next two stitches together; mm millimeters; P purl; p2tog purl next
two stitches together; st(s) stitch(es).

Instructions
Cast on 52 sts. Place marker and join for working in the round. Knit one round plain.
Next 30 rounds: K2, P2* repeat to end of round. Work should be 7.5in/19cm from cast on edge.
Crown shaping: Switch to double-pointed needle when work no longer fits on circular needle
Round 31: K2, p2tog* repeat to end of round.
Round 32: K2, P1* repeat to end of round
Round 33: K2tog, P1* repeat to end of round.
Round 34: K1, P1 to end of round.
Round 35 and 36: K2tog* repeat to end of round
Break yarn leaving 6in/15cm tail. Pull through all live stitches to bind off and weave in ends.
With remaining yarn make a tassel using a 5.5in/14cm piece of cardboard (or Lykke 3.5” needle case.) Using a 12in/30cm
length of yarn tie at top to secure strands, cut opposite end. Use 6in/15cm scrap to tie tassel together 1.5in/4cm from tied
end. Use top end tie to attach tassel to finished hat. Secure ends inside hat. Enjoy your new ski beanie!
If you have any questions about this project, please contact the designer at whitneyharmonknits@gmail.com.
Find more designs by Whitney Harmon Knits on Ravelry.com: Whitneyharmonknits
Follow Whitney of Instagram: @whitneyharmonknits
Share your finished objects on Twitter: #iknitwhitneyharmonknits

Thank you for supporting independent design!
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